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3D overview of KalAO with main 
components.

Simulated TESS stellar contaminants yield, based on the sample by 
Sullivan et al 2015. The greyed area represent diffraction limit at 
0.15". Black dots are contaminants around too faint stars. 
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Science case

Design

The main objective of KalAO is to search for binarity 

in planet hosting stars by following-up candidates primarily detected 

by the TESS satellite survey. This will probe the mostly hidden 

population of intra-binary planets (known as S-planets) with the aim 

of significantly increasing the number of such detected companions. 

Besides that this survey will also play a role in vetting the many 

TESS planet candidates in order to discard false-positives such as 

blended eclipsing binaries.

- 0.11" resolution at 635 nm

- 50" field of view

- Adaptive optics correction down to I magnitude 

11, with seeing <1"

- 30 targets per hour observing cadence

- 450 - 900 nm wavelength coverage

- > 15% Strehl in z band

KalAO will be mounted on the second Nasmyth focus of the Swiss 

1.2m Euler telescope located at ESO La Silla Observatory in Chile. 

The science camera (equipped with SDSS g,r,i,z and clear filters) 

takes 20% of the light while the remaining 80% are directed to the 

EMCCD WFS camera. The adaptive optics control system relies on 

CACAO (Guyon et al. 2018) and can run at up to 1.8kHz. The 

overall design of KalAO is inspired on Robo-AO (Baranec et al. 

2013) with significant changes due to the NGS-only operation.

The design is such that it can be reconfigured in order to host the 

RISTRETTO spectrograph fiber injection module (Lovis et al. 2017) 

for on-sky validation.
KalAO operating in lab. with the protecting cover off.

MEMS Deformable Mirror
BMC Multi-DM 3.5
140 actuators (12x12)
8 kHz
3.5 μm stroke
Protected Ag mirror
440-1100 nm AR coating

Atmospheric Dispersion Corrector
Double triplet prism

CCD Science Camera
FLI ML4720 MB
1024x1024 pixels
13μm pixels
CCD Frame transfer
52" field of view
water-cooled

Filterwheel
SDSS g,r, i,z + clear, empty
Asahi Spectra dielectric filters 

Beam-splitter
80/20 WFS/Science
Laser components

Tip/tilt mirror
PI S330.4SH
X/Y closed-loop piezo
1.5 kHz
5 mrad range
0.25 μrad resolution

SH Micro-lens Array
amus APO-Q-P240-R8.6 
11x11 lenslets
F = 18.8mm
10.9 cm sub-apertures
240μm pitch

WFS Camera
Nüvü HNü128AO
E2V CCD60 EMCCD
128x128
24 μm pixels
1.8 kHz (2x2 binned)
water-cooled

Calibration Unit
Laser fed fiber point source
Tungsten flat light

Fold mirror light
from telescope

WFS

Science requirements

Optical beam path

Status

Opto-mechanical hardware assembly completed. AO 

loop is operational at 1.8 kHz. Integration of the 

instrument control software with the telescope control 

software is ongoing. Shipping and commissioning 

planned for early 2021 pending covid restrictions are 

lifted in Chile and at ESO La Silla.
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